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OPERATIONAL CASE STUDY MARCH 2015 EXAM ANSWERS 

Variant 4 

The March 2015 Exam can be viewed at  

https://connect.cimaglobal.com/resources/operational-case-study-exam/february-2015-

operational-level-case-study-exam---valley-springs-variant-number-4 

 

 

 

 

SECTION 1: 

To: Claire Taylor 
Sent: 4 March 2015 
Subject: Fleet management, backloads 
 
Checking assumptions and conclusions: 

In your assessment you have included a mixture of costs which are incremental and only 

arise because of the backload business and costs that will be incurred irrespective of the 

backload business.  

The assessment should only include those costs which arise from undertaking the backloads 

- which are the extra driver accommodation and allowance costs and the costs of taking on 

the additional office staff.  

The costs relating to the updated telephone and GPS systems are not relevant and should 

not be included in the assessment of whether the backload business is worthwhile. This is 

because these costs relate to a decision that has already been made and hence are sunk 

costs. 

In addition, the comparison of the amount generated by the backload business to the 

additional fuel cost is also slightly misleading.  Ultimately the 20% increase in fuel cost will 

happen regardless of whether we expand the backload business and therefore this is also 

not really relevant to the decision. Although having said that, the whole reason for looking at 

the backload business is to help make a contribution towards these costs that Valley Springs 

has to bear, but as long as there is some contribution then this positive. 

Ultimately the decision needs to be based on whether the backload business generates a 

positive contribution (which will be measured as the revenue earned less the variable costs 

of the extra driver accommodation and allowance costs) towards the additional fixed costs 

which arise (which are the costs of the additional office staff). 

These answers have been provided by CIMA for information purposes only. The answers 

created are indicative of a response that could be given by a good candidate. They are not to 

be considered exhaustive, and other appropriate relevant responses would receive credit. 

CIMA will not accept challenges to these answers on the basis of academic judgement. 
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Even at 25% utilisation the backloads contribute A$ 9,000 per month (A$15,000 – A$6,000 

driver allowance) to the additional monthly fixed costs of A$ 3,750. At 100% utilisation this 

becomes A$ 36,000 per month towards the cost of A$ 3,750.  

Therefore in either situation the backload business would appear to be worthwhile as it will 

generate a profit even after taking account of the additional office staff costs which will help 

to mitigate the impact of the additional fuel costs on our total cost of distribution. 

Expected values and probabilities: 

Where the outcome of a project or a course of action is not known because there are a 

number of possible outcomes calculating the expected value of that project can be useful in 

deciding whether to undertake the project. 

The expected value of a project, which has a number of different outcomes, is a measure of 

the weighted average outcome of the project, weighted according to the probability of each 

of the possible outcomes. Because the probabilities of each outcome are used in the 

calculation, the expected value therefore takes risk into account. 

Looking at the backload business project, we know that we can achieve a 25% utilisation. In 

other words we are 100% certain that we can achieve this level of business. Because this 

outcome is certain this becomes the base level of return that is possible from the project. 

However, we might have 50%, 75% or even 100% utilisation of our backload business and 

hence our return could be even greater, although we do not have any certainty over this. If 

we can establish the probabilities of each of these three outcomes occurring then it would be 

possible to calculate an expected value from the backload business and this could be used 

to see how much we could expect it to contribute towards the increased fuel costs. 

Let’s say that the probability of 50% is 60%, 75% is 30% and 100% is 10% then we could 

work out the expected value of the backload business as: 

Return at 25% utilisation (which is the based level that we are certain of) 

+ 

60% x return at 50% utilisation 

+ 

30% x return at 75% utilisation 

+ 

10% x return at 100% utilisation 

 

Whilst we might need to guess the probabilities at this stage, it will be possible to generate 

these probabilities as the business develops. As the traffic and business patterns develop 

and more contacts and contracts become available the probabilities of various load factors 

on differing routes will be available and probabilities generated. In this way uncertainty can 
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become probability and a reasonable expectation of revenue generated from backloads can 

be forecast. 

One drawback of calculating an expected value in such a project is that it is only an average 

level of return, it will not represent what could actually happen. The calculation is also only 

as good as the data that it is based on. If the assessments of return or probability are 

incorrect then the expected value calculated will also be incorrect. 
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SECTION 2: 

To: Claire Taylor 
Sent: 9 June 2015 
Subject: Fleet management issues 
 

Outsourcing: 

It has become increasingly popular to consider outsourcing particular organisational 

functions as this is perceived to have various advantages for an organisation. 

Benefits of outsourcing 

Outsourcing certain activities may have cost advantages, larger specialist organisations 

which specialise in their particular industry will benefit from economies of scale. In the 

transport industry it is unlikely that with our relatively small fleet we can never benefit from 

the buying and operational advantages of a specialist large haulage company. 

Our capital expenditure requirements will also be reduced. The necessity for buying or 

leasing expensive vehicles will be reduced, and subsequently cash flow will benefit. 

We will also benefit from reduced headcount with no staff requirement for our fleet, the 

benefit of no industrial relations problems with drivers problems, a reduction of HR 

requirements and disruption from disgruntled staff minimised. The organisational and 

ancillary expenditure of running a fleet can also be reduced. 

Specialist companies may offer better service the responsibility for damaged late deliveries 

is now clearly identifiable with no requirement to recruit or train drivers and comply with 

various legal licencing requirements.   

This means that we can focus on our core business as a water bottling and marketing 

company, not a transport organisation. 

From an overall cost viewpoint there will be greater flexibility, the opportunity to switch 

suppliers, the ability to review contracts, look for new quotes on a regular basis and 

negotiate mileage rates. 

Disadvantages of outsourcing 

There are, however, some potential disadvantages. Suppliers will want to make a profit. 

Their mileage rates will include supplier profit margin, this may be greater than our in house 

own calculated rate. 

We may be vulnerable to future price rises, agreements are finite and there will always be 

attempts by suppliers to renegotiate. 

We may lose a core competence, and lose competitive advantage. Our own fleet gives us 

flexibility, and the ability to respond to short term customer requests. This may be lost. 

There will be transaction costs, specifying requirements, coordinating delivery, monitoring 

quality. These are costs associated with administering and enforcing (Williamson & Coase.) 

and there are costs of enforcement if terms are not adhered to.  
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Once contracted out, it may be difficult to go back as we will suffer a loss of expertise. It will 

be very difficult to re-establish drivers and fleet operating experience once disbanded or sold 

There may be a risk of loss of confidentiality contractor’s knowledge of our volumes and 

delivery routes make us more susceptible to potential industrial espionage. 

There may be a risk of continuity of supply. Contractors may suffer same staff and operating 

problems as we have been experiencing. 

There may be damage to morale if redundancies occur, organisational culture may be 

eroded. Our family company image and workforce loyalty will be eroded if we reorganise by 

outsourcing which will cause loyalty problems in the future.  

 

Bonus scheme, staff disputes and motivation: 

The recent issues with our drivers mean that It is essential, that as we are planning to 

continue running and expand our own fleet that we motivate and retain the workforce. We 

cannot have part of the workforce demotivated, in a small organisation such as ours, 

disenchantment may quickly spread through the rest of the workforce. 

Given the situation with our drivers working away, we need to ensure an effective reward 

system. It is important to make them feel part of a small but essential team and part of the 

VS small family philosophy.  

We need to ensure that a bonus scheme motivates, is able to attract good quality staff and is 

consistent and fairly rewards performance and recognises responsibility. 

As such it is important that the scheme is specifically linked to performance. It must be 

measurable against targets, achievable and relevant. Drivers must be able to achieve their 

bonus within their statutory hours and not encouraged to break rules. It must also be time 

bound with year on year targets set and maintained. 

 A well thought through scheme should lead to increased productivity, reward and retain our 

most effective employees and promote greater employee involvement and commitment to 

our organisational goals. 

However difficulties may arise if the scheme is not applied consistently, favouring one group 

of employees over another may cause resentment. Time is needed to properly explain the 

level of performance required which must be absolutely clear the scheme must not be open 

to interpretation and there must be no subjectivity in the assessment. 

The scheme should more than pay for itself, unplanned financial constraints may restrict the 

amount of bonus available and result in employee resentment. 

Non-financial rewards are also important, job security, the opportunity for promotion, self-

fulfilment and a chance to succeed in a challenging work environment and feel a part of the 

organisation. 

A properly designed reward scheme can help achieve organisational goals given that well 

qualified and motivated fleet staff are crucial to the planned business model. 
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SECTION 3: 

 

To: Claire Taylor 
Sent: 4 March 
Subject: RE: Fleet expansion and utilisation 
 

Tax Liability 

Calculation of tax liability  

The tax liability is estimated at the end of each year by starting with the profit for the year 

that we will report in our financial statements and making various adjustments to this to 

arrive at the taxable profit. The liability is then estimated by applying the tax rate to the 

taxable profit. The adjustments that need to be made to accounting profit to arrive at taxable 

profit include: 

Adding back any expenditure that we’ve incurred which is disallowed for tax purposes - such 

as donations made to political parties or entertaining expenses. 

Deducting any income which is not subject to taxation. 

Adding back accounting depreciation and then deducting a form of tax depreciation 

allowance which is based upon a set rule laid down by the tax authority. 

Why the tax liability and the tax charge in the financial statements are different 

The tax liability in the statement of financial position represents our estimate of what we will 

need to pay in respect of corporate income tax in the following year in respect of the profits 

earned in the year to which the financial statements relate. Because it is only ever an 

estimate, there will usually be a difference between what is ultimately paid and our estimate. 

This difference will then need to be adjusted in the tax charge. 

If you look at our latest financial statements you’ll notice that the liability at 31 December 

2013 was A$915,000. From the statement of cash flows we can see that actually A$938,000 

was paid, meaning that we had underestimated our liability at the end of 2013 by $23,000. 

Our tax charge for 2014 is $803,000 which is made up of the liability at the end of 2014 of 

A$780,000 plus an additional A$23,000 to reflect that fact that we had underestimated the 

tax liability in the previous year. 

75% first year tax allowances 

In essence any first year tax allowance that is granted by the tax authority is simply a way to 

accelerate the tax relief given for the purchase of assets in the year in which the assets are 

purchased. In this case, we would normally claim tax depreciation of 25% of the asset value 

in the first year of acquisition, however as a result of this rule we are actually able to claim 

75% of the asset value as a reduction against taxable profit. 

The impact of this is that it will reduce our tax liability and the amount of tax that we have to 

pay in the year that we purchase the green vehicles. 
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Environmental activity based accounting: 

Very often environmental costs are not traced to particular processes or activities but are 

consolidated with many other costs. 

Environmental activity based accounting seeks to remove environmental costs from general 

cost categories and trace them back to particular processes or activities. In this way cost 

drivers are determined for these costs and products are charged for the use of these 

environmental costs based on the amount of cost drivers that they contribute to the activity in 

a similar way to traditional activity based costing, and thus attributing environmental costs to 

products or services. 

For example in our organisation driver training in ways to become a more fuel efficient and 

considerate driver would be considered an environmental training cost, and would help 

prevent excessive pollution and fuel usage. Likewise training in the use of route planning 

systems to optimise mileage and reduce fleet usage would also be considered as a 

prevention cost. 

Vehicle inspection and maintenance costs associated with ensuring vehicles are well 

maintained and ensuring fuel monitoring management and usage systems are operating 

effectively can be regarded as environmental prevention and appraisal costs. 

Costs associated with product returns and damaged goods replacement, are internal failure 

costs and also have an environmental aspect, causing more carbon emissions than 

necessary.  

By including these costs in our standard costs will focus attention on reducing total costs. 

Environmental cost drivers can be identified and attention focussed on the environmental 

impact related to costs for the organisation. In this way managers will have access to 

information relevant to enabling them to reduce environmental impact at the same time as 

benefiting organisational performance.  
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SECTION 4: 

Briefing paper: 

Our new fleet will cost A$3 million in total of which we have A$1 million of funds available 

(once the dividend and loan repayment are adjusted for). This leaves us need to find A$2 

million of finance. 

If we do not take out a medium term loan with the bank then we will need to find the funds 

from elsewhere within the business or find an alternative way of acquiring the fleet. This 

briefing paper will consider how we could achieve this.  

Alternative means of acquiring or financing the fleet: 

Rather than purchase the fleet outright we could consider leasing the fleet instead either on 

a finance or an operating lease basis. Either way this will mean that we do not have to find 

the A$3 million of funds up front and instead can spread the cash flow impact over the life of 

the lease. However, it should be noted that such an arrangement is likely to be costly overall 

and therefore we would need to carefully evaluate if this cost was too great. 

We could consider establishing an overdraft facility with the bank and use these funds to 

acquire the fleet. However, the bank is unlikely to support such an application given the size 

that the facility would need to be (up to A$2 million) and also because it would be used to 

purchase non-current assets. I would expect the bank to be more willing to lend on a longer 

term basis and to require that assets purchased as security. 

Methods of generating internal funds: 

There is probably no one method available to generate all of the funds needed. However a 

combination of the following could be considered. 

There is one obvious way to generate A$500,000 towards the purchase cost, which is to 

postpone the dividend due to be paid. However, this will clearly depend upon whether the 

family are willing to accept this delay. 

We could discuss the possibility of delaying the repayment of the bank loan due with the 

bank and come to an arrangement. However caution should be taken here as such a 

request might result in penalty charges or increased interest rates in the future. 

We could look to improve our cash flow from working capital over the next few months in 

order to build up cash reserves.  

We could: 

Look at negotiating shorter payment terms with customers (although not likely to be that 

easy to achieve given that they are large and powerful customers). 

We could consider factoring our receivables (although it is questionable whether a factoring 

entity would be interested in any of our customers and in any event this would be costly). 

Take longer to pay bottle, gas and label suppliers – although care required that we don’t 

upset them especially as we’re currently reliant on them for supply (although we could 

expand the supplier base and negotiate favourable terms with them). 
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Seek to improve inventory management so that less cash tied up in the inventory balance – 

although unlikely to be much scope here. 

 


